
 

 

HCSC NEWSLETTER MAY 2020 

 

Hello again.  Best wishes to you and your family.  I hope you are keeping well, safe and engaged with 
the world.   As I write this there is no further news about lifting our lockdown.  Perhaps by the time 
you read it, we will have more of an outline of the government’s plans and something to work 
towards.   This newsletter contains up-dates on the club, news of some of our members’ activities 
and plenty of contributions from members. These accounts keep coming in about their life on the 
water.  Below, you will find something from Ian, Geoff, 2 Mikes and Ralph.  Nothing yet from our 
female members. Perhaps they have all been too busy sewing laundry bags for the nurses -see 
below- or making protective mask and aprons. 

CLUB NEWS   1. The General Committee had a virtual meeting on April 23rd thanks to Ralph’s efforts 
on the internet.    There were not many decisions to make but we revisited plans for the year and 
checked on some of our policies.   Like all clubs we expect some drop in income during the season 
but our finances are in good shape so we remain optimistic.  Paul and Ash have it well monitored. 

REMINDER: If you have forgotten to pay your membership fees for this year you are now well out of 
the allotted time.  Please contact commodore@hcsc.org.uk if this applies to you and you do want to 
pay. 

2. Clubhouse.  Three local members continue to keep an eye on the building and grounds during 
their walks.  So far so good.   Damage to the cover over the racks was reported recently but it has 
been temporarily repaired, thanks to Richard.  I cannot emphasise enough that the club and 
clubhouse remain closed.  We are following RYA guidelines over this.  Whilst being on the water 
feels like perfect self-isolation we must not put ourselves into a situation where we might need help 
from others or, even worse, from the public services. 

3. Social   Our social committee was left in limbo with the onset of this pandemic.  Work for the 
planned French night was well underway, recipes being tested, and rehearsals in train.    We live in 
hopes of being able to reinstate it in the autumn.  Your cheques have not been paid in.  If you paid 
by bank transfer, we hope you won’t mind us hanging onto the money for now – this will save Ash a 
lot of work in making refunds which you MIGHT want to pay us again in the autumn. 

Despite the lockdown, social contacts continue.  See the last newsletter for information about the 
virtual coffee morning and various WhatsApps.  Or contact commodore@hcsc.org.uk.       

   

NOW TO CONTRIBUTIONS FROM OTHER PEOPLE  

From Mike and Viv:            



When Viv and I were teaching in Buckinghamshire many years ago, we organised an after-
school sailing group.  Every Monday from March until October we took a group of children 
to the County sailing base north of Aylesbury.  Before starting each season we had theory 
lessons which created some interesting sessions; Ready About – Tally Ho! Etc. 

At the sailing base we had the use of Wayfarers, Otters and Toppers.  As I was a qualified 
RYA sailing instructor and Viv was qualified to drive the safety boat (called a rescue boat in 
those days) we were able to run our own sessions without the help of the staff at the 
County based. 

In the mid-seventies, Coca Cola contacted all secondary schools in Great Britain giving 
details of a competition they were organising.  It could be any project that was water based.  
That year we had a particularly good sailing group and after much discussion it was 
suggested that we link up with a local residential school for handicapped children and teach 
them to sail.  The school catered for boys who were profoundly deaf plus had one other 
handicap.  The school concerned was very enthusiastic and after completing the necessary 
paper work we were ready to start.  5 boys and 5 girls from our school went to meet the 10 
pupils from the residential school and soon we were doing land based drill in our sports hall. 

The main problem was of course communication as lip reading was not possible when 
sailing.  At first the staff from the special school helped with sign language but it soon 
became obvious that we needed to invent our own signing for when we were afloat.  This 
worked remarkably well and soon the pupils were helming themselves with one of our 
students in the boat with them.  Eventually most of the handicapped children were able to 
take a boat out by themselves, a real achievement. 

The whole project was written up by our pupils and sent off to Coca Cola 

At the end of the summer term Viv and I were running our school’s Sports Day when we 
received a phone call from Coca Cola saying that we were the outright winners of the 
competition.  Hooray!!  The prize was a week’s sailing on the Ocean Youth Club boat the 
“Tommy Sopwith”.  During that week we managed to get the 10 pupils from the 
handicapped school on board for a day when we sailed around the Isle of Wight. 



 

1 Library photo of "Sir Thomas Sopwith" 

Links between the two schools continued for many years after. 

As a reward for all their hard work Viv and I brought our group down to Keyhaven to give 
them a taste of sailing on the sea.  We were overwhelmed by the help given to us by the 
members of HCSC who provided safety boats and crew and cooked breakfast and BBQs for 
the students.          Mike and Viv  

 

And from Mike K 

Herewith an amusing sailing story: 

Some years ago I submitted a true story to the Yachting Monthly 'Confessional' which was 
lucky enough to win first prize; an original signed 'Peyton' cartoon depicting the incident.   I 
now have it framed.   My story read as follows:   BUOY HOPPING.   Some years ago we kept 
a Van de Stadt sloop in Hong Kong's New Territories.   We sailed regularly as a family 
although I was the only 'competent crew'.   One day it was decided to meet some sailing 
friends for a picnic on an offshore island.   We duly arrived and as there was a fair amount of 
tide running decided to tie up to an enormous can-type typoon mooring buoy which was 
meant for a very large ship.   I sailed up to the buoy, let go the sheets and ran forward with a 
line.   I leaned over the buoy as far as I could but was unable to reach the ring in the 
centre.   As its top presented a large, flat surface I decided to leap onto the buoy.   You can 
imagine my surprise when it slowly began to revolve.   The momentum increased and I 
crouched down without any clear idea of what to do next.   I found myself rapidly changing 
hands on the line to avoid being wrapped up like a parcel.   Eventually the inevitable 
happened and I was flung with some force into the sea.   It was rather like parting company 
with a sailboard doing fifteen knots.   My family, needless to say, were killing themselves 
lauching.   Fortunately I was able to pull myself hand over hand along the line and scramble 
back aboard our boat, wet through but much the wiser.   Mike 



 

Another one from Geoff 

Old Sailor's tales and reminiscences.  

These  strange times we are in at the moment , the enforced isolation and disconnection 
from normal life and the demands of keeping morale up and uncertainty of the future and 
how we deal with it on a personal level , has cast my mind back to my early days at sea .  

In 1969 , I was 3rd mate on an old  general cargo ship called the Napier Star.  

 

2 Napier Star photographed in Vancouver in 1959 

We had loaded a general cargo of manufactured goods in London and Liverpool and were 
headed down to Capetown for orders. Unlike Blue Star's normal scheduled services, we 
were "tramping" ie picking up cargoes and ports where required. The Napier Star was a 
characterful old ship about 30 year's old, full of wooden cabin furniture and warm DC 
electric lights, unlike the sterile formica and fluorescent tubes of today's modern ships . I 
always enjoyed the run down to Capetown: the transisition from the cold greyness of the UK 
, passing into the pleasant southern climes , the wrench of leaving family at home passing. 
Capetown appeared , and the 2nd mate came out with the orders: load South African ports 
for Australia and New Zealand. So we were off again , Port Elizabeth, Durban , Lorenzo 
Marques and the long haul to Western Australia , the South Indian Ocean , oily calm , 
horizon merging into the grey clouds and the humidity , none of your excitement of rolling 
down latitude 40's south with wheeling albatross for company .  

The smell of hot arid Australia greeted us about 100 miles before berthing in Perth , then 
the frantic activity of unloading cargo (long before containers) and the anticipation of some 
social shore life and female company . Melbourne , Sydney , Brisbane followed in the weeks 
following , 4 weeks at anchor due to the docker's strike , with minimal shoreleave .  



More orders , sail to New Zealand and load for ports to be decided , across to Tasmania , 
then to Christchurch , Nelson, Auckland, Littleton and finally Dunedin , apples, lamb and 
wool for Europe, more hard work and hard play.  Setting sail from Dunedin , we had the long 
ocean passage of 12,000 miles  across the mighty South Pacific for Panama , from memory 
part rhumb line course and part great circle sailing, all done with sextant and log tables , 
handraulic . And this is when my mind is cast back to isolation and disconnection - we didn't 
see a single ship for that entire passage - and it took 6 weeks , an engine  breakdown 
virtually every other day , and one glimpse of land , a small hazy atoll in the far distance , we 
did indeed feel remote.  

Panama passed , oil bunkers at Curacao, surely we would now be heading to North Europe , 
after all we had been on board for nearly 6 months - but no , more orders:  head for the 
Meddi (Mediterranean ) for ports , oh crikey , folk were getting a bit tired. Passing Gibralter , 
orders for Istanbul to unload , passing through the Greek Islands , Gallipoli and then Istanbul 
, incredibly , docking virtually on the doorstep of the Great mosque which we had time for a 
short visit. Finally , orders to head home ward bound , London next port of call , 8 months of 
continuous living and working on board - by far my longest trip , but good fun and the added 
bonus I had clocked up enough sea time to sit for my 1st Mate's exam at Warsash which 
after 3 months of hard study I gained.  

I felt that trip , coming home to elderly parents , but spare a thought for my Chief Engineer pal on a 
nuclear sub , when you are feeling " lock down" a bit , 3 months submerged with a few coded words 
with family once a week and remember our forgotton navy , the Merchant Navy , currently anchored 
, waiting orders , mariners  contracts extended , and no shore leave at all.   Geoff 

 

One from Ralph                     START SAILING AT 50??? 

Back in the summer of 1985, approaching my 50th birthday and never having sailed before, I 
accepted an invitation from my wife’s step-brother and his brother-in-law to go sailing in a 
GP14, accompanied by my 8 years old son, initially in Mudeford Harbour. He tried several 
times to tack round when we hit a sandbank and capsized. Doing my fatherly duty, I clasped 
my son firmly and urged him not to struggle as I had him safe. Eventually the message got 
through, “Dad, I’m standing on the bottom” and then I realised I was actually sitting on the 
bottom. Had I known better I could have advised him that lowering the centre-plate would 
have greatly facilitated the manoeuvre. 
 
Having put on dry-clothes, the intrepid pair decided we would sail to Milford and off we set. 
As an unknowing passenger I held my tongue. All went well until the moment it became 
time to retrace our steps. The two sailor-men realised the wind, tide and an increasingly 
rough sea meant long, hazardous tacks into Christchurch Bay. After about 20 minutes of 
trying, during which I became a less than happy bunny, they decided it would be better (not 
necessarily safer) to make for Keyhaven. When we had gotten about three-quarters of the 
way alongside the walls of the castle the sea became exceedingly rough and I was given a 
bucket and told to bail like hell. It was very worrying because for every one and a half 
bucketful’s I threw to leeward it seemed two came in from windward. Eventually we made 



the calmer waters in the lee of Hurst Spit and a long, bedraggled trip up the river to the hard 
at the top of the river. 
 
The pair were highly amused at this exploit and regaled me with the story of their last such 
episode i.e. leaving Hawkers Lake to sail to Yarmouth and being carried through Hurst 
Narrows and ending up in Freshwater Bay – which told me much after the event. 
 
It was only much later that I found out just how lucky we had been! No flares, no radio, no 
life-jackets and clad only in shorts and tee-shirts. I know…..  today when I sail, I carry a radio, 
wear the appropriate clothing, wear a life-jacket and, unless sailing in group, flares.   
 
So why take up sailing?  I found the earlier part of the trip much to my liking and some 
18 months later had my RYA Dinghy One certificate.  I have not progressed beyond that but I 
have many a pleasant, non-terrifying sail since; including racing. I have won a prize or two 
into the bargain. My favourite accolade is the one accorded me about 18 months ago at the 
Laying–up Supper - at 82 I am ancient and, whilst not exactly a mariner, I am still sailing.                    
Ralph 
 
 
OTHER NEWS FROM MEMBERS          Yes, I am short of written contributions from our women 
members but I know some have them have been really busy.  Led by Betty, and via the local WI 
network, people have been sewing draw string laundry bags for the nurses.  They look like large 
versions of those “pump bags” we used to have for school.  The idea is that nurses can put their 
“scrubs” into the bag and then straight into the washing machine without further contact.   The 
fabric has to be able to withstand the temperature of 60 degrees so old polycotton duvet covers 
work well and you can get a few bags out of one cover.  I estimate that HCSC has sent 30 bags and I 
hear that over 90 have gone from the local area.  The bags have been sent to the hospice and 
Southampton General Hospital.   Making face masks is also going on. Will this be the new fashion 
accessory? 
Is this our generation’s equivalent of knitting socks for soldiers?    It has been a small contribution 
but remember small boats at Dunkirk were very effective.  
   
                                            
 
Last Contribution for this Newsletter but more to come next time.     

 From Ian:        (Inadvertent) Sailing Altitude Record 

In the mid-70’s my interest in the aerodynamics of sails led me into trying to build ever more 
efficient kites, and that in turn led to erstwhile Club Commodore and the man who taught me most 
of what I know about sailboat racing, Paul Jeffree, to suggest putting kites on a boat as a way of 
breaking sailing speed records.  Fast forward a few years and there we were, on a Thursday morning 
in October 1981, sitting on the beach on the causeway out to  Portland, with a modified Tornado 
catamaran, a stack of Flexifoil stunt kites and a south-westerly storm battering the timing stations 
and the event marquee set up for the RYA / Johnnie Walker Sailing Speed Week. 



The previous day, we had come within half a knot of the record we were chasing, in “only” thirty 
knots of wind, so the 50 – 60 knots blowing that day seemed like just too good an opportunity to 
miss!  

 

Figure 3 Jacob's Ladder at 23.75 knots, 07-10-81  

When we told the organisers that we would make a record attempt, they were a bit dubious, as even 
the hardened windsurfers had given up – one with a broken collarbone, others variously with a 
sprained wrist and cracked ribs, but our performance the previous day convinced them to set up the 
course and put the timers on station. In those days, the Speed Week got quite a bit of press 
coverage, so the assembled masses of yachting photographers lined up on the beach – hence the 
pictures below! 

Launching the kites was complicated at Portland – there was no convenient lee shore as we enjoyed 
for our practice at Keyhaven, so we had developed a windward-shore launch which involved snatch-
blocks, snubbing winches, multiple anchors and lots of string. 

 

Figure 4 Leeward- and Windward-shore launching 



As it was so windy as to be hard to stand up on the beach, we decided to be just a bit conservative, 
and only put thirteen kites in the stack – the minimum sail area which would still allow us to claim a 
“C” class record (if we got that far!). Before we could venture out, we had a bit of a problem to 
solve. Paul had been at the helm on our runs the previous day and had hurt his back in quite a big 
crash at the end of the fastest run. He decided that discretion should prevail and retired from 
helming duties. Martin Rayment bravely (!?!) stepped into the breach. He had helmed the boat a 
couple of times in practice at Keyhaven, but never competitively before.  

We got everything set up – kites on the lines, all the anchors, blocks and strings in place, me on the 
boat ready to fly the kites, Martin on the beach to turn them the right way up for launch, with Paul 
and fellow club member Tim Allan ready to pay out the heavily-loaded windward shore line.  

All went well through the first part of the launch, except that the anchor laid out to leeward 
dragged, and the boat finished up pretty much on the shore till the load transferred to the windward 
anchor, as the windward-shore line was paid out. 

 

Figure 5 Almost dragged ashore during the launch 

  

Figure 6 Kite lift supporting most of the weight of the boat 

As you can see, the warning signs were already visible – the bow, and then even most, of the boat 
was being lifted out of the water. Nonetheless, Martin climbed aboard, disconnected the windward-
shore line with its snatch-blocks, and started to think about casting off the mooring line. That was a 
daunting prospect, as we used ordinary horned cleats for the mooring lines and casting such a line 
free with a load of a ton or more presented severe risks to hands and fingers. 



 

Figure 7 Windward-shore line gone, but still too much lift! 

 

Figure 8 Martin steps off 

What he told me, afterwards, was that he decided he couldn’t cast the line free, so he thought he’d 
just hop of for a few moments, till things calmed down ….. 



  

Figure 9 Viewed from further down the beach 

 The lift from the kites had not (quite) been enough to elevate the boat and two crew, but with only 
one left, there was only one way to go … 

As the boat lifted out of the water, the windward anchor line (which had never been anticipated as 
having to do an awful lot of work) parted. You can see the line snaking as the tension came off in the 
next picture. 



 

Figure 10 The moment of departure 

  

Figure 11 Departure of remaining crew 



 

Figure 12 Heading for the skies! 

As the boat took off, it was still tethered by the anchor laid to seaward. That warp, together with the 
broken windward line, can be seen in the picture (also my left foot!) 

When the boat had travelled twice the length of the seaward anchor line, in a single mighty bound, 
that line came taut, and brought her back to the water, with quite a splash. 

 

Figure 13 Back down with a splash 

At the Prize-giving for the week the following day, we were awarded “The AYRS Prize for Altitude” – 
a bottle of the sponsor’s best whisky. I have the label attached to the bottle to this day, but the 
contents have long-since disappeared! 

Although the boat suffered quite a bit of damage, the story does have a happy ending. We got her 
quickly repaired for more speed trials in Brest just a week later, and then did a more comprehensive 



job over the winter, incorporating various improvements derived from our experience (including 
replacing the horned cleats with remote-release clam-cleats!).  We were then successful in breaking 
the C-Class sailing speed record at the Portland speed trials in October 1982 

 

Figure 14 Setting the C-Class record, Portland, October 1982 

If anyone would like to know a bit more about the project, Paul Jeffree wrote up the story a few 
years ago, and published it on the web: http://www.panduj.plus.com/jladder/jl.htm  

From the editor:  Ian and Martin are two of the mainstays in Junior Sailing week!   

 

ECOLOGY CORNER:  Sea grasses (eelgrasses) are an important part of the Solent plant community .  
There are three species in the UK, all at risk and all to be found in the Solent area with three large 
beds on the north Isle of Wight Coast.   Grasses provide a protective habitat for small fish and 
crustaceans.  Their rhizome system binds and stabilises the seabed sediment, reducing coastal 
erosion.  The beds are not physically robust and can be damaged by trampling, digging and dredging 
and by chemicals e.g. nitrogens and phosphates.  This includes effluents, oil and antifouling paint.   
Has anyone got environmental hints they would like to contribute? 



 

The Hurst Castle Seal came as far as Milford Beach this week! 

THE END That’s all for now.  Thank you for reading thus far.  More sailing stories next time.  And any 
other contributions that you would like to send.  

Until then, I hope you stay well and safe.  Also stay patient with others. “We are all in the same 
storm but not all in the same boat”.      I do hope to see you at the club in the not too distant future.  

 

Jean Woods  (Commdore)        

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


